
AUTOMOTIVE DESIGN
The Jobe Towable collection is inspired 

by the principles of automotive design: 

the ultimate combination of speed and 

luxury. The outline of the towables are 

optimized in its aerodynamics, streamed 

lines and ultimate outcomes for maximum 

speeds. Whereas the look and feel of the 

tubes are made of high quality materials. 

It is a collection that lives up to the 

utmost performance in a product of a 

comfortable feeling while being able to 

test your gear to its limits. On top of that, 

these innovations are complemented in 

the printing and artwork of the product to 

elevate its aerodynamics. Strengthened 

by a strong color pallet and fresh patterns 

united in the whole Jobe collection.

DISCOVER WHY THE WORLD 
LOVES JOBE TOWABLES

Experts say it's the combination of our high production standards and the use of high quality materials. We say it 

is because our towables are thoroughly tested and undergo multiple quality checks. Therefore we can guarantee 

the quality of our products with a 3 year warranty on every towable! Make sure you register your towable within 

14 days after purchase online at www.jobesports.com/happycustomers

HOLD ON TIGHT FOR A WILD RIDE.
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• BIGGER SIZES For stability on the water

• BOSTON VALVE Designed to resist high pressure

• DOUBLE-STITCHED NYLON for extra durability.

• COMFORTABLE HANDLES with neoprene knuckle guards.

• QUICK ROPE CONNECTOR.

• NEOPRENE DECK PADS for comfort and prevention of damage on the skin.

• 3 YEAR WARRANTY after registration within 14 days after purchase on www.jobesports.com/happycustomers

KEY FEATURES

NEOPRENE DECK PADS  
for a comfortable ride 

glued and stitched to the cover

PVC INNER 
Gauges vary from 16G (kids tubes), 

24G (1/2/3 person tube), 30G 

(2/3/4 person tube) and 36G  

for commercial products. 

TOWABLES

EXTRA SAFETY
Jobe towable tubes have extra durability and are extra safe because 

they consist of multiple air chambers. The combination with the 

Boston valve, which ensures air can only enter but not escape 

through the valve, makes Jobe towables a watersporter's favorite.  

NYLON COVER 
Deniers vary from 420D for

a 1/2 person tube, 840D for a 

2/3 person tube and 1680D for 

commercial used products.

BOSTON VALVE  
for quick  inflation

and deflation


